ToDoCommander (ToDoCo) is a collaborative online task management system hosted at http://www.todocommander.com. ToDoCo is currently in development and is in the early beta phase. It allows teams to:

• Track time
• Leave messages in locations for nearby team members.
• Associate tasks with locations
• Message each other about work in progress
• Mark individual tasks in progress by specific team members
• Record notes
• Generate Excel readable CSV reports
• Search, organize and more.

ToDoCommander's focus is location enabled team wide task collaboration.
Pharo with Seaside has greatly simplified the development process. The expressive Smalltalk language with its sophisticated debugging facilities offer greatly reduced turnaround times. This makes feature addition and testing much easier than with any other web framework I've used. Pharo 1.3 with the Cog VM has proven itself stable and fast. Stability, speed, simplicity, and high developer productivity are must haves for any small startup. Pharo with Seaside and Magma deliver these essentials.